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Micro Zen.



OPEN MIC NIGHT



What do we mean by acceptance?

• What does acceptance mean to you?

• Mindset shift: moving from reluctant 
resignation to your situation → Using insight to 
kindly accept or take action

• Middle ground between suppressing feelings 
and over-identifying with them

• 2018 study: Acceptance + Monitoring had a 
much greater impact on happiness

God, grant me 
the serenity to 
accept the things 
I cannot change, 
courage to 
change the 
things I can, and 
wisdom to know 
the difference.

- SERENITY PRAYER



Placing acceptance with action

• We’re not trying to detach from the relevance 
of our thoughts and emotions

• We’re always looking for insight and wisdom

• Remember: acceptance and action

• The Action Step can include: 
• Mastery
• Pleasure
• A Mindful Act



Wellness Toolkit

MBSR/MBCT

Monk What does 
the research 
say about the 
benefits of 
mindfulness?



Becoming more resilient to stress

• Monks: genuine brain change → amygdala + 
PFC are less reactive, able to regulate 
emotions better and create less stress 
hormones

• MBSR: 30 hours practice → amygdala less 
responsive at the end of the course

• Wellness Toolkit: immediate measurable 
impact on stress system is less proven –
though people do frequently report feeling 
more calm! 



Attention, kindness, creativity and 
relationships…

• Sharper attention – improved attention and less 
mind wandering

• Kinder minds – strengthened for empathy and 
more positive emotions

• Creativity – opens your mind to new ideas and 
easier to register novelty

• Positive relationships – quicker to recover from 
fall-outs and positive impact on kids



I always think I’ll do my 
ten of zen later and 

then I don’t. But with 
Instagram Live I

Coping with tiredness.

“Rest now and sleep will come.” 
Suzy Reading.



Style Guide

• Wandering minds reminders – kindly 
congratulate / notice where it went / gently re-
focus

• Share a bit of you – briefly share 
emotions/thoughts/sounds if the moment 
feels right

• I’m not enjoying it – should I stop?
• Teach 10 1-2-1 questions: 

• Should I create my own course?
• Is it OK to make up my own meditations?

FAQ’s / Comments



Thank You.


